We propose a method for analyzing the magnitude and direction of curvature within nucleic acids, based on the curvilinear helical axis calculated by Curves+. The method is applied to analyzing curvature within minicircles constructed with varying degrees of overor under-twisting. Using the molecular dynamics trajectories of three different minicircles, we are able to quantify how curvature varies locally both in space and in time. We also analyze how curvature influences the local environment of the minicircles, notably via increased heterogeneity in the ionic distributions surrounding the double helix. The approach we propose has been integrated into Curves+ and the utilities Canal (time trajectory analysis) and Canion (environmental analysis) and can be used to study a wide variety of static and dynamic structural data on nucleic acids.
INTRODUCTION
Measuring DNA curvature has never been particularly easy. The simplest approaches reduce the problem to the deformation of individual base pair steps, generally linking curvature to a combination of the helical parameters roll and tilt and taking into account the helical twist between successive steps (1) . However, as pointed out earlier (2), many different combinations of the inter-base pair helical parameters may correspond to the same curvature and, similarly, regular non-zero values of these parameters do not imply a curved helical axis (e.g. within regular A-DNA). An alternative approach is to try to define regular helical regions within a structure, determine their linear axes and then describe an overall bend as the angle formed between these axes (2) , although clearly this is not always possible. Another attempt used the projection of the base pair normals into a plane perpendicular to the average, linear helical axis (a method that is not easy to interpret since it assumes that the normals are aligned with the helical axis; an assumption that is only valid for conformations close to a canonical B-DNA) (3) . None of these methods is really satisfactory. Curvature is often the result of subtle deformations involving several base pairs, which rarely align in a plane and thus are not simply additive. A good example of this is the curvature induced by A-tracts (runs of several AT pairs with the purines in one strand). The difficulty of defining curvature in these cases, even after high-resolution crystal structures became available, led to a very long debate in the literature, where base pair step interpretations competed with more global views involving 'junctions' between the A-tracts and the flanking DNA segments (4) (5) (6) (7) . Since this time, the problem of understanding and quantifying curvature has remained, notably because of a rapidly increasing database of experimental and computationally derived structural information on deformed DNA. Such deformation may be caused in many ways: by the base sequence alone, by bound ligands, by bound proteins or protein complexes or by topological constraints, as in looped or circular DNA.
In developing the DNA conformational analysis program Curves (8, 9) , and its more recent incarnation Curves+ (10), we aimed at defining not only helical, backbone and groove parameters, but also a curvilinear helical axis that would help to resolve some of the questions raised above. Although we believe that such a helical axis has been a very useful guide to interpreting DNA curvature in a visual sense, it did not provide quantitative information on curvature. In our case, an overall bend was defined using the angle between the vectors forming the ends of the curvilinear helical axis. Calculating this angle for an axis extending to the terminal base pairs was not advisable since these base pairs often undergo significant deformations themselves. However, deciding which base pairs to ignore in any given case was not an easy choice to make. Similarly, local curvature could be defined using the angle between the helical axis vectors at successive base pair levels, but this angle is not easy to interpret and Curves+ provided no accompanying directional information. Indeed, while we have mainly discussed measuring the magnitude of curvature above, it is equally important to known its direction, and thus, whether successive local curvatures contribute to a significant overall bend.
If we accept that a curvilinear helical axis can serve for measuring the magnitude of curvature, measuring its direction requires defining a reference system. If curvature always occurred in a plane then this plane could be used. However, given the fact that most helical axes do not lie in a plane, or follow any simple three-dimensional (3D) shape, we need some reference based on DNA itself. The most obvious choice seems to be the base pairs, since they can be represented with a well-defined reference axis system (10, 11) . This allows the direction of curvature to be defined, at least at the level of each base pair. The importance of defining the direction of curvature became clear in our early studies of sequence-induced curvature. This led us to use the term 'register' to define the local curvature direction with respect to a given base pair (12) . With intrinsically-bent DNA, or DNA where bending is induced, for example by circularization, register enables us to define which face of DNA is oriented toward the direction of curvature and, in the case of molecular simulations, whether register is fixed or variable with time.
In the present work, we propose a method for defining the local magnitude of curvature (hereafter termed simply curvature) and register, based on the curvilinear helical axis calculated by Curves+. It can be applied to both static DNA structures and to molecular dynamics (MD) trajectories. In addition, the availability of quantitative data on curvature, coupled with our recent work on describing ions or molecules surrounding DNA (13, 14) , enables us to go further and analyze how curvature affects the environment of DNA.
We have chosen to illustrate this approach using MD simulations of DNA minicircles, since we can easily control the overall curvature of minicircles via over-or undertwisting, by changing the number of base pairs or by changing the linking number (15) (16) (17) . However, the same analysis can equally be applied to linear DNA, helical RNA's or multi-stranded nucleic acids. We remark in passing that the Curves+ helical axis derived for minicircles, as well as an alternative axis definition, have previously been used for estimating writhe, but this work did not consider the magnitude or direction of local curvature (18) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Minicircle construction
The present analysis is based on the study of three different DNA minicircles. The first 'relaxed' minicircle, termed RE 94, contains 94 base pairs (bp) and has a linking number Lk = 9 (i.e. nine helical turns), implying an average helical twist of 34.5 • (in the absence of writhe), close to the optimal value for B-DNA (however, see remarks below). This sequence was taken from the study of Cloutier and Widom where it was found to have a high ring closure probability (19) . In the second 'unwound' minicircle, UN 94, the sequence is the same as that of RE 94 (i.e. 94 bp), but Lk has been reduced to 8, implying a full turn of undertwisting. Lastly, in the third 'overwound' minicircle, OV 89, the sequence has been shortened by 5 bp with respect to RE 94, again with Lk = 9, adding roughly half a turn of overtwisting.
In order to determine the actual degree of under-or overtwisting to be expected during MD simulations of these minicircles, it is possible to introduce a fractional linking number Lk 0 for the same sequence in a cyclized, but torsionally relaxed state. Then each minicircle with covalently closed backbones has an integer linking number Lk and a relative linking number, or superhelical density, σ = (LkLk 0)/Lk 0. For a given DNA fragment it is possible to estimate Lk 0 by summing all of the sequence-dependent average base pair step twists for a linear DNA of the same sequence simulated using the same force field and solvent/ion environment that we employ (see below). This approach neglects contributions to Lk 0 from any intrinsic bends in the helical axis of the average shape of the linear fragment, but any associated error will be small if the average helical axis is close to being straight. Here, the sequence-dependent twists were obtained from the ABC dataset (20) by summing up the twists of the central base pair steps of the corresponding tetranucleotide fragments. The results are shown in Table 1, where we can see that RE 94 is actually slightly overwound (σ = 0.055), UN 94 is underwound by roughly the same magnitude (σ = −0.063) and OV 89 is significantly overwound (σ = 0.113). These values result from an average reduction of twist of 1.6
• compared to the currently accepted sequence-averaged value of 34.3
• (i.e. 10.5 bp/turn) for DNA in solution. This difference can be partially attributed to the force field and partially to the specific sequence used for these minicircles.
The initial construction of each minicircle was made using the internal coordinate nucleic acid modeling program JUMNA, using its superhelical symmetry and ring closure options (12, 21) . The minicircles were energy minimized in JUMNA using the Amber parm99/BSC0 force field (22) (23) (24) combined with a simple continuum solvent/counterion representation, before being transferred to Amber to carry out MD simulations.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
Simulations were performed using the Amber 12 program suite (22, 25) with the BSC0 modifications (24) to the parm99 parameter set (22, 23) . Each minicircle was placed in a truncated octahedral cell and solvated with SPC/E water (26) creating a solvent layer at least 10Å thick. The minicircle charge was neutralized with an appropriate number of potassium cations and then sufficient K + Cl − ion pairs were added to achieve a bulk ionic strength of 0.15 M, using the Dang force field parameters (27) . All ions were initially placed randomly, but at least 5Å from the solute and at least 3.5Å from one another. The resultant system size varied from 131,409 to 164,196 atoms. After heating and equilibrating the systems, using a protocol described earlier (28, 29) , simulations were carried out for at least 300 ns using periodic boundary conditions. Electrostatic interactions were treated with the particle mesh Ewald method (30) with a 9Å real-space cutoff. The length of chemical bonds involving hydrogen was restrained using SHAKE (31), allowing the use of a 2 fs time step. An NPT ensemble was generated using the Berendsen algorithm (32) with a 5 ps coupling constant to keep the temperature at 300 K and the pressure at 1 atm. During each simulation, the solute was kept in the center of the simulation cell by removing any motion of its center of mass every 5000 steps (33) . Conformational snapshots were saved every ps for analysis. The average conformation for any given minicircle simulation (subsequently used to define the average helical axis) was obtained by averaging the superposed Cartesian coordinates of the MD snapshots.
Measuring local curvature and register
Our approach to measuring curvature along a nucleic acid fragment (whether or not it belongs to a minicircle) is to locally fit a circle to the curvilinear helical axis obtained from a Curves+ analysis (10) . The Curves+ axis is defined by a set of orthogonal reference frames A i centered at points U i for each base pair i. In order to obtain the curvature at a given base pair step i → i + 1, we start by fitting a circle to the axis points U i -1, U i , U i + 1 and a second circle to the points U i, U i + 1 , U i + 2 . The radii r i and r i + 1 of these circles (termed osculating circles) define the curvature c i and c i + 1 at levels i and i + 1 respectively (equal to the inverse of the corresponding radii). We then define the curvature at step i → i + 1 as geometrical average (c i .c i + 1 ) 1/2 . Using this procedure, we associate curvature with base pair steps rather than base pairs. This seems appropriate since curvature largely arises from the perturbation of the stacking between successive base pairs. This procedure also decreases the impact of abrupt changes in the curvature of the helical axis to some extent, but, as shown below, curvature nevertheless can vary rapidly along a nucleic acid fragment. It should be added that the curvature obtained by fitting a circle to three points depends on the separation of the points. This dependence is very small for weakly deformed minicircles, or for helical DNA, such as that wound around the histone core of nucleosomes. For more strongly deformed helical axes, the dependence is more important, but a separation of single base pair steps is small enough to lead to accurate results even in very extreme cases. As an example, consider an ellipse with a circumference equal to an 89 bp minicircle and a ratio of three between the major and minor axes. This shape has a range of radii of curvature from 7 to 206Å (beyond the range of radii seen in the most deformed minicircle studied here). Our approach yields these values to within 0.3Å at the highest curvature and 0.2Å at the lowest. Increasing the separation of the points would naturally decrease this accuracy.
In order to make the values of curvature more meaningful in nucleic acid terms, we use a scaling factor of 40Å, making curvature a dimensionless quantity (hereafter termed C i ). This choice makes the curvature of DNA on the nucleosome approximately equal to 1.0 (to be precise, analyzing the 147 bp of DNA from the high-resolution nucleosome structure 1KX5 (34), leads to C i = 1.05) and it makes easier to interpret the degree of curvature in other cases.
We now need to define the direction of curvature at a given base pair step i → i + 1 with respect to the orientation of the DNA base pairs. We have previously termed this variable rotational register, or, more simply, register (12) . This variable is important because it determines which portion of the double helix (groove or backbone) faces inward or outward with respect to the local curvature and, in the case of MD simulations, whether this orientation is static or dynamic.
The register, G i , at base pair step i → i + 1 is calculated by first generating the corresponding mid-step axis reference frame A i +1/2 by a half-rotation of frame A i around the screw axis linking the frames A i and A i + 1 (see the Supplementary Data concerning Curves+ for more details (10)). We then calculate the mean of unit radial vectors of the osculating circles determined at positions U i and U i + 1 and project this vector into the plane perpendicular to the local helical axis A (10) ). In this way, a register G = 90
• implies that the minor groove is on the inside face of the local curvature, while G = −90
• places the major groove on the inside.
Because instantaneous values of curvature and register both fluctuate rapidly as a function of time during MD trajectories, time-averaging was carried out using a sliding window with a default width of 1 ns. The user can however change the width of the time window, or remove timeaveraging completely using options in Canal.
Analyzing ion distributions
Ion distributions around a nucleic acid fragment are analyzed using curvilinear helicoidal coordinates as described in our earlier publications (13, 14) . These coordinates R, D and A, define the position of any given ion with respect to the Curves+ helical axis, where R is the radial distance from the axis (inÅ), D is the distance along the axis (measured in units of base pair steps, starting from 1.0 at the first base pair level) and A is the angle of the ion with respect to the corresponding A y vector described in the previous section. This angle is measured in degrees and the sign of the rotation is as defined above. In the case of an MD trajectory, Curves+ calculates the RDA coordinates of every ion in each snapshot with respect to the instantaneous helical axis. This data is passed to the Canion utility that can then calculate the molarity and the ion population in any chosen region surrounding the nucleic acid. Molarities and populations can be analyzed as time series, or as averages over a given time interval, using a single average helical axis derived from the simulation (13) . This approach provides a precise picture of the ionic environment by avoiding 'blurring' the distribution of ions close to the nucleic acid due to their coupling with the thermal fluctuations of the nucleic acid (notably, bending, twisting and stretching).
Using the definition of register described above, it now becomes possible to distinguish ions in terms of their location on the 'inside' or 'outside' of a curved nucleic acid fragment. For an ion with coordinates R, D, A, this is achieved by calculating the difference between the angular position of the ion, A and the register G D at the location D. Ions lying 'inside' the local direction of curvature are those for which |A-G D | < 90
• , while those for which |A-G D | ≥ 90
• are classed as 'outside'. Note that the register vector defining G D at any position within a given base pair step can be obtained from the corresponding G i using the screw transform discussed in the previous section.
Canion has been modified to allow the user to optionally limit any analysis to either the inside or the outside face of a chosen nucleic acid fragment. This distinction is only relevant in zones where the curvature C is significant. We have therefore introduced a cutoff below which inside/outside distinctions are ignored. The default is set to C = 0.4, but this can be modified by the user. In order to check the choice of volumes in which ion densities will be calculated, Canion now also includes an option to visualize the volumes (by generating a Gaussian cube density matrix that can be read into in a graphic program such as Chimera (35, 36) ). Supplementary Figure S1 shows examples of this output.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Local curvature and register during MD simulations
We begin by discussing the slightly overwound 94 bp minicircle (RE 94) and, in particular, the conformation of the average structure of this minicircle derived from the MD simulation. A Dreiding representation of the average structure is shown in Figure 1 . The Curves+ analysis of this structure provides the helical axis and the curvature and register for each base pair step. This data is illustrated in Figure  2 , where the radial vectors G (black) attached to the helical axis (blue), point in the direction of the local curvature and have lengths that are proportional to the magnitude of the curvature. The red curves represent the phosphodiester backbones. The data on curvature and register is provided in the line plots shown in Figure 3 .
Although this minicircle is somewhat overwound (σ = 0.055, see Table 1 ), the average helical axis of RE 94 is close to being a planar circle. However, looking closely we see that the curvature along the minicircle is not constant, reflecting the fact that it is easier to bend DNA toward the minor or major grooves than toward the backbones. This is visible in Figure 2 , where shortest radial vectors (i.e. the lowest curvature) occur when a phosphodiester backbone is located inside the helical axis, whereas the longest vectors correspond to inward pointing grooves. The preference for bending toward the grooves of the double helix also explains why the direction of curvature oscillates above and below the plane of the minicircle (see the right-hand image in Figure 2 ), as the result of a balance between conserving the overall bending direction (the plane of the minicircle) and the ease of bending toward the grooves. In Figure 3 , the bending direction (lower plot) is described by the local register, namely the direction of@ curvature with respect to the local orientation of the DNA base pairs (where 90
• and −90
• correspond respectively to bending toward the minor and major grooves, while 0
• and ±180
• correspond to bending toward the backbones). For a planar minicircle, the right-handed rotation of the double helix every 10-11 bp, implies that register will decrease more or less uniformly by 360
• over the same interval. This behavior can be seen in Figure 3 , where register (lower plot) is kept in the range −180
• → 180
• and the plot is interrupted for visual reasons each time the register jumps from one extreme value to the other. In an idealized (uniformly twisting) case the nine segments of decreasing register (corresponding to nine helical turns within RE 94) would be diagonal lines with identical slopes proportional to the twist. The fluctuations visible in the figure reflect the oscillations in bending direction discussed above, modulated by specific base sequence effects.
So far, the discussion of the conformation of RE 94 has been based on its MD average structure, however we can also obtain information by time averaging the appropriate structural parameters from the MD time series. The results for curvature and register are shown in Figure 3 as red lines. We can see that, for register, the structure and time averages correspond very well (with a correlation coefficient of 0.997). For the curvature, although the two measures vary in a similar way (correlation coefficient 0.944), the timeaveraged curvature is higher than that of the average structure. The difference between the two curves is also variable, being generally small for positions of high curvature and large for positions of low curvature. This is simply because low curvature regions generally do not have well-defined directions of curvature. Thus, averaging the magnitudes of curvature for all the snapshots will result in a larger value than that obtained from the average structure that was obtained by 3D superposition of helical axes that locally bend in different directions.
This behavior is illustrated by the data in Supplementary Figure S2 that shows register time series for steps with different degrees of curvature. (Note that the 1 ns sliding window time-averaging described in the 'Materials and Methods' section has been applied to these time series to smooth the data). The figure shows the results for three steps belonging to RE 94. Steps 5 and 11, which are associated with high curvature in the average structure (<C> = 1.43 and <C> = 1.13, corresponding to bending into the minor and major grooves respectively, black lines in the figure), indeed show little variation in register during the simulation. In contrast, step 2 is associated with low curvature (<C> = 0.41 and bending toward the phosphodiester backbone, red line) and shows significant changes in bending direction.
While discussing register, we have implicitly assumed that the minicircle is not rotating significantly around its helical axis during the simulation, since this would cause the register of all steps to vary with time. The results shown in Supplementary Figure S2 confirm that this assumption is justified for RE 94, but also show that rotational stability can only be tested reliably by looking at the register of steps with high curvature.
We now pass to the first of our modified minicircles, UN 94, that still has 94 bp, but that has been unwound by one helical turn (Lk = 8) leading to a superhelical density of −0.063. As seen for RE 94, Supplementary Figure S3 confirms that UN 94 is rotationally stable throughout the simulation. However, in contrast to RE 94, this minicircle shows considerable irregularity (see Figure 1 ; Supplementary Figures S4 and 5 ). The curvature, whether measured from the average structure, or by time-averaging from the MD trajectory, shows a dominant region of strong curvature between base pairs 26 and 35 (Supplementary Figure  S5, upper plot) . The data in Figure 4 shows that the unwinding has been strongly concentrated in very few steps, notably C29pT30, T31pA32 and A32pA33 (see also Figure 1 ). These three steps account for 134
• (i.e. 37%) of the total unwinding between RE 94 and UN 94. We remark that all the strongly untwisted steps belong to the pyrimidine-purine or purine-purine families that we have previously shown to be capable of adopting low twist states (20) (although not nearly as extreme as the values seen in this constrained situation). This region roughly corresponds to what has been defined earlier as a DNA 'wrinkle' (17) , although a strict alternation of normal and low twists does not apply here (the twists for the segment G28-A33 being 23.8
• , −3.8 • , 32.5
• , −18.6
• −6.5 • , 33.9
• ). Since bending in the direction of roll (i.e. perpendicular to the long axis of the base pairs) is easier than through tilt, strong local unwinding helps to align the roll directions of successive base pair steps and explains the concentration of curvature that we observe in this region. The local conformational perturbation in minicircles of this size and this degree of negative supercoiling is in line with earlier simulations (17, 37) and with experimental studies of their sensitivity to single stranded nucleases (38) .
We lastly consider the shortened minicircle OV 89. By removing 5 bp from this minicircle (without changing the linking number) we have created an extra half turn of overwinding. First, note that, in contrast to RE 94 and UN 94, roughly 100 ns are necessary for this minicircle to reach a stable rotational state (see Supplementary Figure S6 ). As shown in Figure 1 , and in more detail in Figure 5 , this minicircle is significantly writhed and is beginning to approach a figure of eight conformation (to better understand this 3D shape see Supplementary Movie S1). The axis of OV 89 however remains smooth and no kinks occur. The average curvature plot in Supplementary Figure S7 shows that this conformation leads to two strongly curved regions, each involving roughly three helical turns of DNA (covering the base pairs 65 → 89 + 1 → 2 and 19 → 50 respectively). Note that these two bends are centered on base pairs 34 and 78 and are thus almost exactly opposite one another within the 89 bp minicircle. This would be expected from mechanical studies of the buckling of a twisted ring (see for example, (39)), where the lowest energy modes involve the formation of an ellipse and then a figure of eight. Both these structures have two diametrically opposing regions of high curvature (in the case of OV 89, covering roughly 1.5 helical turns) that allow the bending to be strongly reduced in the remainder of the ring. Warped, approximately elliptical conformations have also been observed using stereo cryo-EM studies of small minicircles (40, 41) . For OV 89, this inhomogeneity of curvature leads to values covering a range of 3.63 (0.21 ≤ C ≤ 3.84), in striking contrast to the range of 1.09 observed for RE 94 (measured from the corresponding average structures).
Ion distributions around minicircles
The measurement of curvature in terms of magnitude and direction enables us to add a new dimension to the analysis of ion distributions around DNA. In particular, we can now define the 'inside' and 'outside' of a minicircle based on the local register, as described in the 'Materials and Methods' section. We have performed this analysis for our three minicircles, dividing the space around the double helix in three ways. The first two ways have already been used in our earlier work: (i) within the grooves, R ≤ 10.25Å (where 10.25Å is the average distance of the backbone phosphorus atoms from the helical axis) hereafter denoted '<P', or beyond the grooves 10.25 < R ≤ 18Å, denoted '>P'; (ii) within the angular range of the minor groove (33
• , denoted 'Min') or within that of the major groove (A ≤ 33
• or A > 147 • , denoted 'Maj'). We now add the distinction 'IN' and 'OUT' based respectively on the regions within, or beyond, ±90
• of the local direction of curvature (see the 'Materials and Methods' section for details). The total potassium cation populations in each region for each of the three minicircles are listed in Supplementary Table  S1 and the corresponding volumes of the regions analyzed (excluding the volume occupied by the atoms of the DNA minicircles) are given in Supplementary Table S2 . In each case, we have started analyzing the trajectories only after the first 100 ns to allow for equilibration of the ion distribution and to allow for the slow rotational relaxation of OV 89. Although we will discuss some values of both populations and volumes, this data can be usefully condensed into the average molarities that are shown in in Table 2 . We remark that the bulk molarity of the potassium cations (allowing for the extra ions added to achieve charge neutrality) lies between 0.34 M and 0.37 M for the three minicircle simulations.
We begin by again considering the almost planar and circular case RE 94. The most striking effects of minicircle curvature are seen within the DNA grooves (<P). As shown (10)).
in Supplementary Table S1 , there are 45% more ions inside (IN) than outside (OUT) (27.4 versus 18.9), although, due to curvature, the total IN groove volume is 23% less than the OUT volume (obviously the two volumes would be identical in a straight DNA segment). This implies an even bigger difference in molarity, the IN grooves average being 89% higher than that of the OUT grooves ( Table 2 ). The concentration of ions inside the minicircle clearly reflects the closer inter-phosphate distances on the inside of the minicircle. The Curves+ groove analysis shows that, on average, curvature makes the minor groove inside the minicircle 3Å narrower than that outside, and the major groove width 4 A narrower (see Figure 6 ). If we look beyond the grooves (>P), the IN molarities again dominate, being 33% higher, despite the IN volume being 31% smaller in that region (see Supplementary Table S2). Returning to distributions within the grooves (R ≤ 10.25Å), we can also see that the most important increase in ion population due to curvature concerns the minor groove. This is reflected in the IN molarity that is 2.2 times higher than the OUT molarity for the minor groove, while for the major groove the ratio is only 1.7 (Table 2) . This can be explained by noting that the Debye length is roughly 8Å at the present ionic strength. As shown in Figure 6 , this implies that electrostatic damping will reduce the superposition of negative phosphate potentials across the major groove significantly more than those across the minor groove (although one must be cautious in applying a bulk property such as the Debye length at the atomic scale). It should be pointed out that there are nevertheless more ions in the IN major groove (16.4 versus 10.9 in the minor groove), reflecting the fact that its volume is 2.2 times larger than that of the IN minor groove (Supplementary Table S2) .
Another way to understand the effect of curvature on the ion distribution is provided by 3D plots of ion density, as Figure 7 . Isomolarity surfaces at 2 M for potassium ions surrounding the RE 94 minicircle. Blue: ion density inside. Red: ion density outside. For clarity, the minicircle is represented only by its helical axis and its backbone spline curves (black lines). Black spheres are placed on the on the helical axis every 10 bp, starting at base pair step 1 (larger sphere, top) and increasing in a clockwise sense; note that some of these spheres are hidden by the isomolarity surfaces.
shown for RE 94 in Figure 7 . Here, the colored volumes are 2 M isomolarity surfaces for K + ions. Those colored blue correspond to ions classed IN, while those colored red are classed OUT. This image clearly shows how the ion distribution has adjusted to compensate for the increased phosphate charge density inside the minicircle, while still strongly accumulating within the major and minor grooves (as also seen earlier in the analysis of linear DNA fragments (13, 14) ).
For the strongly underwound UN 94 minicircle, the results in Table 2 show that the impact of curvature is apparently smaller than in RE 94 since the IN and OUT ion molarities within the grooves are now 1.29 M versus 0.99 M (an increase of only 30%). As shown by the isomolarity plot in Figure 8 , this result is partially explained by the localized unwinding that occurs between base pairs 29 and 33, where irregularities in the local curvature perturb the regions classed as inside and outside. The same effect occurs near points of low curvature around positions 7 and 53. This case illustrates the importance of viewing the axis curvature in 3D before drawing conclusions based on values averaged over the full minicircle. For the overwound OV 89 case, as discussed above, strong curvature is concentrated in two opposing regions, separated by almost straight arms. Supplementary Table S1 shows that this minicircle has the highest proportion of IN versus OUT ions within the grooves (a 77% increase) and, a correspondingly higher molarity (1.39 M IN versus 0.56 M OUT, an increase of 148%). This result is mainly due to the strongly curved segments as strikingly shown by the isomolarity plot in Figure 8 (qualitatively similar results have been observed in other minicircle simulations (17, 42) ). Within these segments (defined as in the previous section) the ion population inside dominates that outside by 259% and 97% for the bends centered on base pairs 34 and 78 respectively.
Considering all three minicircles together, we can summarize the impact of curvature on the ionic environment by noting that potassium ion molarities are always higher inside the minicircle than outside, whether we consider the regions within the grooves (R ≤ 10.25Å) or beyond the grooves (10.25 < R ≤ 18Å). Within the grooves, it is also always the case that curvature modulates the minor groove molarities more than those of the major groove.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new method for quantifying the magnitude and the direction of curvature of nucleic acids, based on the curvilinear helical axis provided by Curves+. Application of this method to analyzing the MD trajectories of three DNA minicircles provides information that was not previously accessible. First, it is shown that apparently smooth planar curvature conceals underlying local variations of curvature that are caused by the mechanical properties of individual base pair steps and a strong preference for bending in the direction of the major and minor grooves. These effects cause the direction of bending to oscillate above and below an apparent plane of curvature. Second, by studying the time dependence of the local direction of curvature 'register' (but only for significantly curved regions), it is possible to see whether a minicircle rotates around its own helical axis or, if not, which stable orientation it adopts and how quickly this orientation is achieved. Third, in the case of under-or overwound minicircles, it is possible to analyze heterogeneous curvature and to determine how this is coupled to changes in other structural parameters. Last, it is possible to analyze the links between curvature and the environment of DNA, notably the significant impact curvature has on the distribution of cations around the double helix. In the cases studied here, curvature concentrates potassium cations toward the interior of the minicircle, this effect being strongest in the minor groove.
This method is now a part of the freely available Curves+ software (and the accompanying utilities Canal and Canion, aimed at analyzing MD trajectories) that can be found at http://curvesplus.bsc.es/.
Although we have concentrated here on applying our new technique to circularized DNA in this work, the method is equally applicable to linear DNA and it should be of interest for analyzing the more subtle curvatures induced in DNA either by its own base sequence, or by external factors. In the latter case, it should hopefully contribute to a better understanding of the impact of deformation of the double helix on its solvent/salt environment and on the formation of complexes with proteins or small ligands.
